Perceptual learning, improvement in perceptual skill with practice, can improve both accuracy and consistency of perceptual reports. Regression statistics can quantify ongoing calibration of perceptible scalar properties (i.e., improvements in accuracy and consistency) because, ideally, actual and perceived values are linearly related. Changes in variance accounted for (r 2 ) track changes in consistency, and changes in both slope and intercept track changes in accuracy. Conjoint changes in all three regression statistics, obscured in separate plots, can be seen simultaneously in a perceptual calibration state space diagram, with the regression statistics as axes, in which an attractor (r 2 = 1.00, slope = 1.00, intercept = 0.00) represents optimal performance. Decreases in the distance between the attractor and successive points in the state space, each representing perceptual performance, quantify perceptual learning; that distance is a perceptual calibration index. To show the utility of the perceptual calibration index, we illustrate its use in an experiment on wielding hand-held objects.
Perceptual learning is the improvement of perceptual skill. In some cases, perceptual learning enables a perceiver to detect previously undetectable stimulation patterns (i.e., perceptual learning can lower the perceiver's threshold for particular stimulation patterns; see Petrov, Dosher, & Lu, 2005) . In other cases, perceptual learning directs attention toward informative stimulation variables, a process called attunement and studied in a number of recent investigations (e.g., Fajen, 2008; Runeson & Andersson, 2007; Withagen & Michaels, 2005) .
The thrust of this article is another important outcome of perceptual learning: improvement in the ability to perceive scalar environmental properties such as distance to a target, duration of an event, or mass of an object. In such instances, perceptual learning improves both accuracy and reliability of perception of such properties (E. J. Gibson, 1969 ; E. J. Gibson & Pick, 2000) . Given the relevance of perception of scalar properties to performance of everyday behaviors (e.g., reaching to a target, timing a throw, or lifting an object), it is important to compactly quantify improvements in the ability to perceive such scalar properties (i.e., improvements in both accuracy and reliability of perceptual reports). The purpose of this article is to describe a method for doing so. Assuming perceivers are attuned to a relevant stimulation variable, the central issue here is improvement of calibration of perceptual reports of scalar environmental properties.
We take the position that the major function of perception is to support adaptive behavior of organisms in a particular environment (J. J. Gibson, 1966 Gibson, , 1979 . For perception to serve this function, detectable stimulation patterns must be reliably linked to environmental properties, and perception must accurately reflect environmental properties. Despite disagreement about the extent to which such stimulation patterns are linked to environmental properties (see Cutting, 1986) , there is no doubt that perceptual systems can capitalize on stimulation patterns available to the perceiver; such stimulation patterns therefore are potentially informative for that organism.
A novice perceiver who intends to perceive a particular scalar environmental property (e.g., distance from one landmark to another) faces several challenges. First, the perceiver must discover a stimulation pattern that is reliably linked to the intended property. Second, the perceiver must discover how the intended property scales to the stimulation pattern. That is, perceivers must become attuned to an (or the) appropriate stimulation pattern and then calibrate (or perhaps recalibrate) perceptual responses to this stimulation pattern (Jacobs, Michaels, & Runeson, 2000; Wagman, Shockley, & Riley, 2001; Withagen & Michaels, 2005) . Only after both these hurdles have been overcome will perception accurately reflect environmental properties (Jacobs & Michaels, 2007) . The process by which perceivers meet such challenges is known as perceptual learning (E. J. Gibson, 1969 ; E. J. Gibson & Pick, 2000) .
Perceptual learning is the improvement of perceptual skill with practice (Epstein, 1967; Goldstone, 1998; Petrov et al., 2005; Wohlwill, 1958) , in the sense of more capably detecting informative stimulation patterns and calibrating responses accurately to environmental properties. As perceptual learning progresses, organisms become better able to differentiate, categorize, and identify the objects, substances, and events of the environment (E. J. Gibson, 1969 ; E. J. Gibson & Pick, 2000) . Perception then becomes a progressively better guide for the behaviors of the organism in that environment (i.e., the perceiver becomes increasingly attuned to the ecologically reliable partitionings of substances, surfaces, places, objects, or events; Fajen, 2005; Fajen & Devany, 2006; see Turvey & Shaw, 1999) .
Our focus in what follows is on perception of scalar environmental properties.
Two fundamental behavioral hallmarks of perceptual learning are improvements in perceptual consistency (the degree to which stimuli can be differentiated along a perceptual scale) and improvements in perceptual accuracy (the degree to which perceptual reports match the actual scalar values of the environmental property to be perceived). Improvements in accuracy occur as the perceiver compares his or her responses with some external standard. Consequently, improvements in accuracy depend on knowledge of results (KR), feedback about the accuracy of the perceiver's responses to patterns of stimulation, either from the results of the perceiver's actions or from some external source (e.g., an experimenter; Wagman, McBride, & Trefzger, 2008) .
Improvements in consistency occur as the perceiver becomes better able to differentiate stimulation patterns and are the result of comparisons among available patterns (E. J. Gibson, 1969) . Consistency generally improves with repeated exposure to comparable patterns even when KR is not provided (Wagman et al., 2001 (Wagman et al., , 2008 Wagman, Carello, Schmidt, & Turvey, 2009 ). Although improvements in accuracy and consistency are potentially independent (Withagen & Michaels, 2005) , they typically occur together. Our purpose here is to develop a technique for simultaneously quantifying improvements in both accuracy and consistency over the course of perceptual learning.
Metrical accuracy implies a close linear fit between perceptual reports and actual values of scalar environmental properties. Accordingly, linear regression statistics provide an appropriate means by which to represent the relationship between perceptual reports of a scalar environmental property and the actual value (see Wagman et al., 2008; Withagen & Michaels, 2004) . The linear regression equation takes the form Y = C 1 Y + C 2 . Considered as a psychophysical function, C 1 defines a slope (reflecting changes in scalar perceptual reports, Y, as a function of changes in scalar environmental property values, X), and C 2 defines an intercept, or regression constant (i.e., the reported value when the environmental property value is zero). If a perceiver is not sensitive to how stimulation patterns correspond to external environmental properties, accuracy of perceptual reports will be poor, and the line of best fit will differ from an ideal performance line (representing metrically veridical judgment and having a slope of 1.00 and an intercept of 0.00). Considered in terms of comparison between an empirical line of best fit and an ideal performance line, there are two ways that errors in accuracy can be manifested. The first and simplest is simply offset error: Estimated stimulus values differ from actual scalar values by some constant amount, indicating a consistent tendency to overestimate or underestimate actual values. Thus, the slope would be 1.00, but the regression intercept would differ from 0.00. If only offset error is present, an empirical linear regression would be parallel to, but displaced from, the ideal performance line. Perceptual learning as an improvement in accuracy would then entail rescaling judgments to null that constant, removing the offset. As accuracy improves, regression intercept values would approach 0.00.
The second way in which error in accuracy is manifested is scaling factor error: The slope of the empirical regression line differs from the slope of the ideal performance line, and the intercept may or may not equal 0.00. Perceptual learning should result in an adjustment of the scaling relationship the perceiver uses, such that the slope of the line of best fit and the slope of the ideal performance line are equal: The empirical slope should approach 1.00.
The line of best fit frequently will show both an offset error and a scaling factor error. Thus, often (perhaps typically) the empirical regression line will intersect the ideal performance line (e.g., lower scale values judged greater than, and higher scale values judged less than, actual scale values). The slope will not equal 1.00, and the intercept will not equal 0.00. This outcome can be conceptualized as a rotation of the regression line relative to an ideal performance line, for example, with judged values starting too high (intercept greater than zero) and changing more slowly than actual stimulus values (regression slope less than 1.00). Perceptual learning, then, would entail simultaneously adjusting the scaling factor and adjusting the offset.
To summarize, perceptual learning increases perceptual accuracy by nulling offsets between actual and ideal performance, effecting a rotation of the empirical linear relationship to bring it parallel to ideal performance, or a combination of these two outcomes. Recent work (e.g., Wagman et al., 2001 Wagman et al., , 2008 Wagman et al., , 2009 ) has shown that this kind of rescaling can occur quite rapidly, but only when KR is provided during practice.
If the perceiver is not very sensitive to differences among the stimulation patterns, then judgments for a given value of an environmental property would be variable (the cloud of points in a scatter plot would be broad). That is, for a particular value of an environmental property, the perceiver would offer perceptual reports that vary around some central tendency, even when such reports differ reliably across the entire set of actual values under test. The spread in a set of perceptual reports reflects the consistency of those perceptual reports. As E. J. Gibson (1969) described it, before perceptual learning, perceivers have difficulty differentiating among a range of actual values; they attach a range of perceived values to a given value of an environmental property. The degree of consistency in perceptual reports can be quantified with the variance in judgments that can be accounted for by variance in actual values (the squared correlation between actual and estimated scalar values, r 2 ). As perceptual learning occurs and perceptual reports show increased consistency, actual values become more and more predictive of perceived values; therefore, ideally, r 2 would approach 1.0. Recent work (e.g., Wagman et al., 2001 Wagman et al., , 2008 ) has shown that improvements in perceptual consistency occur with practice in a perceptual task, whether or not that practice includes KR, consistent with E. J. Gibson's theoretical stance.
To summarize, one typically would expect both accuracy and consistency of perceptual reports to improve concurrently across trials (though not necessarily at the same rate), particularly when KR is provided during practice. Represented in the terms of linear regression, that implies that both the offset and scaling of mean judgments relative to actual stimulus values (i.e., slope and intercept of the line of best fit) and the variance of judgments around those means (i.e., r 2 ) would change. Thus, it would be useful to represent improvements in accuracy and consistency such that they can be seen at the same time, in a higher-order measure that incorporates both kinds of change. We developed a perceptual calibration index (PCI), intended to demonstrate in a composite way that both accuracy and consistency error simultaneously and conjointly decline as perceptual learning progresses. Again, our specific focus is on the subset of perceptual tasks involving perceptual reports of scalar environmental properties.
Development of a measure of perceptual learning based on regression statistics A STATE SPACE APPRoACh To PERCEPTUAl CAlIBRATIoN.
The foregoing arguments suggest a coherent approach to assessing and documenting perceptual learning of scalar environmental properties. As described above, accurate perception of scalar environmental properties is defined by a metrically calibrated linear relationship between perceived and actual scalar values. Linear regression techniques, then, can document the progression of perceptual learning (see Cabe, Wright, & Wright, 2003; Jacobs et al., 2000; Wagman et al., 2008; Withagen & Michaels, 2004) .
Accuracy of perceptual reports is reflected in both the slope and the intercept of the empirical regression line. As perceptual accuracy improves toward metrical accuracy, the slope will approach 1.0, and the intercept will approach 0.0. Consistency of perceptual reports is reflected in the variance in perceptual reports accounted for by actual values (the squared correlation coefficient, r 2 ). As perceptual consistency improves, r 2 will approach 1.0. One might therefore construct three separate learning curves, each reflecting change in one of the three regression statistics, to indicate the occurrence and progression of perceptual learning. Cabe et al. (2003) proposed this kind of approach, for example. To illustrate how this might look, we developed a set of idealized fictitious data (Table 1, plotted in Figure 1 ), such as might be obtained in a multiblock perceptual learning experiment. Each plot shows the change over trial blocks in one of the three regression statistics.
However, because the three measures are cooccurring and co-evolving, separate graphs obscure relationships among them. What is needed is a way to represent the time evolution of perceptual learning that embodies all those concomitant changes. We propose an alternative measure that reflects these concurrent changes in a single, higher-order perceptual calibration state space with axes defined by regression statistics: the variance accounted for (i.e., r 2 values), the regression slope values, and the regression intercept values. This state space diagram is a convenient way to represent and compare regression statistics under different test conditions.
The state space representation allows us to char- Note. PCI1 is the perceptual calibration index, calculated using first-order values of regression intercepts; PCI2 is calculated using the values of regression intercepts normalized to the largest value in the set.
acterize changes in perceptual judgments across blocks of trials. One can think of the state space as containing a calibration attractor at the point at which performance is ideal (the point defined by r 2 = 1.00, slope = 1.00, and intercept = 0.00). As perceptual learning occurs over blocks of trials, one would expect to see a progression toward that attractor, particularly when KR is provided during practice. Figure  2 , from the fictitious data in Table 1 , illustrates how this pattern might look.
DEvEloPMENT oF ThE PCI.
Performance in any block of trials plots as a single point, a triplet of the three regression statistics, in the three-dimensional perceptual calibration state space. Thus, the linear geometric distance between a given point within the state space and the attractor that indicates optimal performance can be taken as a perceptual calibration index (PCI), a single composite measure that quantifies perceptual performance in a given trial block. Generically, then, the PCI can be defined as follows:
where C 1 is the regression intercept and C 2 is the regression slope (the vertical bars indicate absolute value, as explained below). Translated to the familiar terms of linear regression, the equation is perhaps more understandable in the following form:
. (2) Change in this PCI as a function of experience re presents perceptual learning in a standard kind of learning curve (i.e., as change in a single parameter over trials). As perceptual learning progresses, PCI values should get smaller. Progressively more optimal performance would yield a PCI decline approaching zero. Figure 3 shows this pattern for the fictitious data in Table 1 and Figure 2 .
Optimal (i.e., metrically accurate) perceptual performance is defined by a linear relationship between perceived and actual scalar values for a given environmental property. However, even when a nonlinear relationship between such perceived and actual values exists early on, the nonlinearity can be accounted for with an extended model for regression in two variables. Cohen, Cohen, West, and Aiken (2003, p. 196) made the cogent point that "it is a most useful mathematical fact that in a graph of n data points relating Y to X (where the values of X are all different), [a power polynomial equation] will define a function that fits these points exactly." Thus, the expanded psychophysical model can be stated as just such a power polynomial:
where Y is the perceived scalar value, X is the actual, physical scalar value, and C 0 , C 1 , . . . C n-1 are constants. Cohen et al. pointed out that regression based on such a model is appropriate where theory indicates that an intrinsically linear relationship exists, as is the case proposed here. Those authors also suggested that it is uncommon for power polynomials to be of a higher order than cubic (exponent = 3). Given the intrinsically linear relationship postulated here, as performance improves (i.e., as judgments approach metrical accuracy), the coefficients for nonlinear, higherorder (quadratic, cubic, quartic, etc.) terms will go to zero. Thus, as perceptual judgments approach the ideal linear form, the terms for higher-order powers of X disappear, as the coefficients C 3 through C n-1 all go to zero.
NEGATIvE vAlUES FoR REGRESSIoN CoEFFICIENTS.
One potential difficulty with calculating a PCI using Equation 1 is that it is possible to get negative values for slope and for intercept (although negative values of intercept are more likely than negative values of slope). The PCI, as we have described it, represents a distance from a given point in the state space to the ideal performance attractor. Positive values for slope represent those distances appropriately, but negative values for slope (C 2 in Equation 1) would yield greater distances, because the values for C 2 would be increased by 1, when negative values for slope are subtracted, inflating the resulting calculated PCI. An additional potential concern is that the magnitudes of the values in the PCI calculation may be quite disparate. Variance accounted for (r 2 ) always will range between 0.00 and 1.00. In principle, slopes can range between plus and minus infinity, but typically in practice they will lie somewhere between zero and one and therefore will be reasonably commensurate with variance accounted for. However, depending on the raw values involved, intercepts might be orders of magnitude larger than r 2 or slope values. Such disparities will yield PCI values that are disproportionately influenced by intercept (and possibly slope) values. How to cope with such disparate values will depend on the particulars of a given situation. Again, researchers must exercise caution so as not to lose important information about the actualities of the data.
Raw intercept values might initially be large and then, as perceptual learning progresses, approach zero (as in Table 1 and Figure 1) . Similarly, slopes initially might be large and approach one, although it is probably more likely that slopes will start near zero and increase toward one (as in Table 1 and Figure 1 ). Statistical software typically reports a standard error associated with both the regression intercept (regression constant) and slope (regression coefficient), allowing confidence intervals to be constructed readily. Thus, one can test for significance of the intercept against zero and the slope against one: If the confidence interval contains zero for the intercept or one for the slope, the values do not differ from those criterion values. It is probably most reasonable to choose a conservative (i.e., narrow) confidence interval, perhaps 50%. If, across a set of regressions (but particularly in blocks near the end of a set), the majority of intercepts do not differ significantly from zero or the majority of slopes do not differ from one, then one might simply use raw intercept or slope values.
When intercept values are substantially larger than zero or slope values are substantially larger than one, the approach we favor is to normalize intercepts and slopes to the largest values within a given set of values, thereby bringing all values into the same range. That is, calculate the slopes and intercepts for each of the several blocks of trials. Then, using absolute values where negative coefficients occur, divide all the intercepts by the largest value among the set; similarly (if necessary), divide all the slopes by the largest value among them. The resulting normalized values will fall between 0.00 and 1.00, as do r 2 values. The result is that the three values (r 2 , slope, and intercept) become commensurate, with none contributing greater weight to the PCI calculation than any other. Note again that normalization obscures the actual values of intercepts and slopes; discussion of PCI results using normalized values should acknowledge that. 
experiment
In principle, the PCI technique can be applied to the perception of any scalar environmental property, by means of any perceptual modality. Here, we demonstrate the PCI method in perceptual learning in a dynamic touch task. Dynamic touch describes the perception-action effects that occur when a perceiver manipulates an object by muscular effort, thereby evoking skin, muscle, and skeletal sensory elements (J. J. Gibson, 1966, pp. 109, 128-129) . In the last 20 years, a large body of research has developed on dynamic touch with well-established methods and principled findings (see Carello & Turvey, 2004; Turvey, 1996; Turvey & Carello, 1995) . Typically, in such studies a perceiver firmly grasps and wields an unseen object and reports perceived geometric properties of that object, often by means of magnitude production. A generic case involves reporting the perceived length of an occluded cylindrical wooden rod. Perceptual reports of length are generally highly correlated with actual length (it is not unusual for r 2 values to approach 1.0). However, in the absence of feedback on perceptual accuracy, perceivers often do not scale lengths accurately (i.e., regression slopes do not generally equal 1.0; regression intercepts do not generally equal 0.0). Consistent with previous work on perceptual learning, perceptual accuracy in dynamic touch generally improves with practice in the perceptual task, but only when such practice includes KR, although perceptual consistency generally improves with practice in the perceptual task even without KR (Wagman et al., 2008 Withagen & Michaels, 2005) .
Here, we used the PCI method to quantify improvements in perceptual accuracy and consistency in a dynamic touch task. Participants attempted to perceive the length of the stems of wielded occluded Tshaped objects. One group received KR after every trial; the second group did not receive KR after any trial. We had several hypotheses. First, we expected that perceptual consistency would improve over trial blocks in both the KR and noKR conditions. That is, variance in estimated stem length accounted for by variance in actual stem length (r 2 ) should increase (approach 1.0) over trial blocks in both conditions, because practice would allow comparisons among lengths. Second, perceptual accuracy should improve over trial blocks to a greater extent when KR is provided than when it is not, because KR would provide scale information. That is, when stem length estimates are regressed on actual stem length, both slope and intercept values should change (approach 1.0 and 0.0, respectively) to a greater degree in the KR condition than in the noKR condition. Note that these three hypotheses (change in variance accounted for, regression slope, and regression intercept) would ordinarily require three separate analyses and that demonstrating any relationships among changes would require additional analyses. We used the PCI method described above to document these changes. Because PCI values incorporate r 2 , slope, and intercept measures, the multiple hypotheses listed above become more compact and parsimonious: Across trial blocks, we expected that PCI values would decrease regardless of whether KR is provided (due to improvements in consistency regardless of whether KR is provided) but would decrease to a greater extent in the KR condition than in the noKR condition (due to improvements in accuracy only when KR is provided). Concurrent changes in the three regression statistics are implicit in the PCI measure, of course.
METhoD Participants
Twentytwo students (16 women and 6 men) from Illinois State University participated in this experiment in fulfillment of an extra credit option in their psychology courses.
Materials and apparatus
Stimuli were five Tshaped wooden objects. Each object consisted of two wooden rods (both 1.2 cm in diameter) configured as a stem and a crossbar. The crossbar was attached to the end of the stem, centered on the stem, to create a T-shaped object that was symmetric about the longitudinal axis of the stem. There were five stem lengths, from 30 to 70 cm in 10-cm increments. The crossbars ranged in length from 10 to 50 cm in 10-cm increments. The objects were constructed such that stem length plus crossbar length was constant (i.e., the 50cm crossbar was attached to the 30-cm stem, the 40-cm crossbar was attached to the 40cm stem, etc.). Therefore, the mass of each object was held constant (approximately 55 g, allowing for minor variations in wood density). The objects were constructed in this way for two reasons. First, the construction method protected against a ceiling effect (i.e., the highly accurate and consistent performance reported in the past for length from wielding uniform cylindrical wooden rods). Perceiving the length of the stem required that the participants search for more subtle scaling relationships between the felt properties of each object and stem length (i.e., the relationship between mass distribution and stem length). Second, constructing the objects in this fashion maximized the likelihood that improvements in perceptual accuracy and consistency were the product of perceptual learning and not merely a post hoc cognitive rescaling of perceptual reports (cf. Wagman et al., 2008) .
Participants sat in a righthanded student desk and placed their right hands through an occlusion curtain, which prevented them from seeing the object or their right hand and arm. Participants reported perceived length via an apparatus that consisted of an adjustable flag that could be moved along a 240-cm wooden track, at a height of 70 cm from the floor. The zero point of the report apparatus was aligned with the right wrist of the participant. With their left hands, participants adjusted the distance of the flag toward or away from themselves using a rope and pulley system, such that the distance between the flag and the zero point of the apparatus corresponded to the perceived length of the stem of the T-shaped object. On every trial, the flag started at the zero point of the apparatus and was returned to the zero point at the end of the trial. A tape measure secured to the floor allowed the experimenter to read reports of perceived length (in centimeters measured from the wrist of the participant). Participants could not see the tape.
Design and procedure
Participants sat with their right arms on the armrest and with their right hands and arms through the curtain. The experimenter placed one of the objects in the participants' right hands. Participants grasped the object such that their right hands were flush with the bottom of the stem and the crossbar extended horizontally from the fist, away from the participants. Participants attempted to gain an impression of the length of the stem of the T-shaped object by wielding it about the wrist. Participants were instructed to refrain from hitting the floor or the occlusion curtain with the object during wielding. Wielding movements were not otherwise restricted.
Participants reported perceived length by adjusting the position of the flag via the pulley system with their left hands such that the flag's distance from the zero point corresponded to the perceived length of the object. Participants could wield each object as long as necessary to achieve an impression of length and were allowed to continually adjust the report apparatus until they were satisfied with their perceptual report. The experiment consisted of five blocks of trials. Each object was wielded three times within each block, for a total of 75 trials per participant. The ordering of objects was randomized within each block of trials.
Participants were nonsystematically assigned to one of two conditions: KR or no KR. The only difference between the conditions was that participants in the KR condition received KR after every trial. In the KR condition, after participants made their perceptual reports, the experimenter repositioned the flag such that the distance of the flag corresponded to the actual length of the object. Participants in this condition were encouraged to wield the rod while looking at the repositioned flag (cf. Wagman et al., 2008; Withagen & Michaels, 2004) . Participants in the noKR condition did not receive KR after any trial.
RESUlTS AND DISCUSSIoN
Because we aimed to illustrate the parsimony of the PCI method, we present here two versions of the analysis of data. First, we use the more traditional approach of conducting separate anovas on each of the regression variables and then the PCI approach.
Data reduction
Mean perceived length values were calculated for each object in each block of trials for each participant. These values were regressed onto the actual object perCeptual Calibration index • 261 lengths to generate a set of regression statistics (r 2 , slope, and intercept) for each block of trials for each participant. By definition, r 2 values were uniformly positive (ranging between 0 and 1), and there was a wider range of r 2 values in the noKR condition (.01 to .99) than in the KR condition (0.46 to 1.0). Similarly, slope values were not uniformly positive, and there was a wider range of values in the noKR condition (-0.04 to 1.52) than in the KR condition (0.38 to 1.19). Intercept values were also not uniformly positive, but like r 2 and slope values, there was a wider range of intercept values in the noKR condition (-3.8 to 57.4) than in the KR condition (-1.8 to 32.05).
Separate analyses of regression statistics
We proposed that the PCI analysis was preferable to separate, independent analyses of individual regression statistics. For the sake of comparison, we begin by reporting the results of those separate anovas for the data reported above.
We conducted parallel 2 (condition [KR vs. no KR]) × 5 (block) anovas on each of the regression statistics (respectively, r 2 , slope, and intercept). Analysis of r 2 values revealed a significant main effect of block, F(4, 80) = 2.46, p = .05, η p 2 = .11; r 2 values tended to increase (i.e., approach 1.0) over blocks. Neither the main effect of condition, F(1, 20) = 1.33, p = .26, η p 2 = .06, nor the interaction of block and condition, F < 1.00, was significant; changes in variance accounted for over blocks occurred regardless of whether participants were provided with KR or not (Figure 4, top panel) . These results support the hypothesis that there would be improvements in perceptual consistency with practice in the perceptual task regardless of whether that practice included KR, and the results are consistent with past findings (E. J. Gibson, 1969; Wagman et al., 2001 Wagman et al., , 2008 Wagman et al., , 2009 .
Analysis of slope values revealed a significant main effect of trial block, F(4, 80) = 8.98, p < .01, η p 2 =.31. Slopes tended to increase (i.e., approach 1.0) over blocks in both conditions (see Figure 4 , middle panel). A significant main effect of condition, F(1, 20) = 10.63, p < .01, η p 2 = .35, indicated that, across all blocks, slopes in the KR condition (M = .71) were greater than slopes in the noKR condition (M = .39). The interaction between block and condition was also significant, F(4, 80) = 2.80, p < .05, η p 2 = .12. These results are consistent with the prediction that condition; open circles = no-KR condition there would be improvements in perceptual accuracy with practice in the perceptual task when that practice includes KR, and they are also consistent with other results (E. J. Gibson, 1969; Wagman et al., 2001 Wagman et al., , 2008 Wagman et al., , 2009 06. It is likely that the predicted interaction was not achieved because of the difference in intercept in Block 1. This is consistent with previous results showing that rescaling can occur with only a few instances of KR (e.g., Withagen & Michaels, 2004) . Despite the nonsignificant interaction, it is instructive to note the steep and steady decrease of intercept values in the KR condition, as opposed to the more constant intercept in the noKR condition depicted in Figure 4 (bottom panel).
The separate anovas showed several things. As predicted, perceptual reports, in general, improved across trial blocks. Specifically, variance accounted for increased in both the KR and noKR conditions, in line with a predicted improvement in perceptual consistency. Regression slopes moved toward 1.00 for the KR condition and changed somewhat for the noKR condition. Regression constants (intercepts) moved toward zero under both conditions. However, the predicted interaction between condition and trial block did not emerge reliably. What cannot easily be seen in the three separate anovas is that all three kinds of change occurred simultaneously, a disadvantage of the separate analyses.
Analysis of PCI values
Intercept values fell outside a 50% confidence interval around zero in 102 of 110 cases (see the discussion of disparate values above). Therefore, because the intercept values were large relative to the r 2 values, intercepts were normalized before PCI analysis. For each participant, the absolute value of the intercept in each block of trials was divided by the largest absolute value of intercepts for that individual across all five trial blocks. After normalization, intercept values ranged between 0 and 1 and were uniformly positive. There was a larger range of normalized intercept values in the KR condition (.04 to 1.0) than in the noKR condition (.13 to 1.0).
Slopes rarely exceeded 1.00 (only 5 of 110 instances, 4 of those for a single participant). Therefore, raw slope values were used in the PCI calculations.
The r 2 , slope, and normalized intercepts were used to calculate PCI values for each block for each participant in each condition, using Equation 2 13, demonstrated that PCI values decreased more rapidly over blocks in the KR condition than in the noKR condition. All of these outcomes are as predicted.
Follow-up t tests with Bonferroni corrections revealed no differences in PCI between the KR and noKR conditions at Block 1 and Block 2 but significant differences in PCI between the KR and no KR in Block 3, t(20) = 2.88, p < .01; Block 4, t(20) = 4.04, p < .01; and Block 5, t(20) = 3.93, p < .01 . Figure 5 shows the change in regression statistics across trial blocks in the perceptual calibration state space for the wielding data. Figure 6 shows the change in PCI values for the two conditions across trial blocks.
Changes in PCI over blocks were consistent with the changes in the three regression variables. As predicted, PCI decreased over blocks but did so more rapidly in the KR condition than in the noKR condition. As predicted, the decrease in PCI over blocks in the noKR condition reflects an improvement in perceptual consistency (which is independent of KR). As predicted, the decrease in PCI in the KR condition reflects both an improvement in perceptual consistency and an increase in perceptual accuracy (which is dependent on KR).
In short, PCI presents the same information as the three separate anovas but in a more parsimonious form. Furthermore, analysis of changes in PCI over trial blocks requires fewer, and simpler, statistical analyses than analysis of changes in each of the three regression variables over trial blocks. Thus, one can immediately see that the three hypotheses outlined above could be tested in a single analysis and yielded a more readily comprehensible outcome than the separate analyses. Finally, note that testing nine hypotheses (two main effects and one interaction, for three separate variables) in the series of anovas on separate regression statistics increases the risk of Type I error, as opposed to testing only three hypotheses in the single anova on PCI values.
GENERAl DISCUSSIoN
Using the theoretical analysis of Eleanor Gibson (1969) as a basis, we developed a higherorder measure of perceptual learning, using regression statistics. Our focus was perceptual judgments of scalar stimulus values. Research on perceptual learning has revealed two general ways in which perceptual improvements occur with practice on such tasks. First, by virtue of practice involving comparison among environmental properties (regardless of whether that practice includes KR), perceptual reports become more reliable (i.e., perceptual consistency improves). Second, by virtue of practice that includes KR, perceptual reports become more accurate with respect to how well they match an environmental property. When perceptual learning is described as changes in the linear fit between perceived values and actual values, improvements in perceptual consistency correspond to increases in r 2 (i.e., r 2 values approach 1.0), and improvements in perceptual accuracy correspond to changes in slope (i.e., slope approaches 1.0) and to changes in intercept (i.e., intercept approaches 0.0).
We derived a PCI that incorporates the three regression statistics into a single higher-order measure, a distance in a perceptual calibration state space between a point representing present performance and an attractor that characterizes ideal performance. The attractor lies at the point in that state space at which variance accounted for is 1.00, regression slope is 1.00, and regression intercept is 0.00. Consequently, the distance between the attractor and the point in the perceptual calibration state space defined by the regression statistics for a given trial block represents the perceptual calibration yet to be achieved (alternatively, the degree of potential improvement in calibration due to perceptual learning). Reduction in the PCI distance across trial blocks demonstrates the progression of perceptual learning. We noted that the PCI method can be applied to both group and individual data. The PCI method appears useful for an important subset of perceptual tasks, those involving judgments of scalar variables (e.g., length, mass, and time). The fundamental assumption is that veridical perception implies that a linear relationship exists between the physical scalar variable in question and the perceptual judgments of that variable. Many perceptual judgment tasks do invoke such variables. Where the linearity assumption can be met and regression statistics calculated, the PCI approach affords a productive means to demonstrate a current state of perceptual calibration. Progressive improvement in calibration quantifies perceptual learning.
Alternatives to the PCI measure
In short, the PCI demonstrates two outcomes of perceptual learning as change in calibration-improvement in discriminability (judgment reliability) and improvement in accuracy-but does so with respect to an ideal performance attractor and in a single, readily calculated measure. No alternative approach that we are aware of affords all those advantages. Here we consider several prominent candidates.
Direct learning
One recent (and sophisticated) approach to perceptual learning is named direct learning (Jacobs & Michaels, 2007; Michaels, Arzamarski, Isenhower, & Jacobs, 2008) . In direct learning, perceptual learning is described as a continuous movement through an information space from less useful stimulation variables to more useful stimulation variables. Thus, like PCI, direct learning depicts perceptual learning as continuous movement through a state space toward an attractor that represents optimal performance. The main difference between direct learning and the PCI approach is that the two focus on different aspects of the perceptual learning process and therefore investigate movement in different state spaces. Whereas direct learning focuses on attunement (the directing of attention toward informative stimulation variables), PCI focuses on calibration (improvements in accuracy and consistency). As mentioned above, although it is the case that these processes typically occur together, they are potentially independent (Withagen & Michaels, 2005) . One limitation of the direct learning approach is that investigating attunement requires having identified a (or the) stimulation pattern that is informative about a particular environmental property (in a given task ecology). Given that PCI focuses on calibration, it does not face this limitation. To the extent that attunement and calibration are complementary aspects of the perceptual learning process, the direct learning and PCI perspectives can be viewed as complementary measures of perceptual learning.
Signal detection
Studies of the effects of perceptual learning manipulations on thresholds, a common aim in current literature, often use signal detection theory methods, with shifts in d′ as the indicator of perceptual learning. Thus, the d′ measure is a potential alternative to the PCI measure. The primary function of d′ is to indicate the degree of difficulty in discriminating among some set of stimulus values. Perceptual learning would be indicated by increasing d′ values (i.e., increasing discriminability) across trial blocks. However, signal detection theory offers no apparent means to assess accuracy of perceptual judgments against external criteria (i.e., scalar accuracy). Changes in the d′ measure can show only that discriminability has changed. In that regard, the measure may capture improved reliability of perceptual performance but not accuracy. Furthermore, reliability changes are not referred to ideal performance: There is no attractor for d′, as there is for the PCI measure. An additional drawback is that stable d′ values usually require very large numbers of trials, where the PCI measure is applicable with a more limited number.
Multivariate analysis of variance
It has been suggested to us that some variation on anova might serve the same purpose as the PCI measure. A multivariate anova (manova) could compare the same three regression statistics, as a conjoint dependent variable vector, across trial blocks. A significant outcome would document that differences occurred in the composite values of the regression statistics but would not indicate the degree to which performance differed from ideal without further analysis (an issue that the PCI approach assesses directly and immediately). Pedhazur (1982, pp. 396-397) makes just this point. In other words, one can use anova or manova approaches to demonstrate changed (possibly improved) discriminability, but such tech-niques would not demonstrate improved accuracy, at least not in a single analysis. Moreover, it would not be possible to immediately evaluate performance relative to an ideal performance reference point.
Confusion matrices
Confusion matrices can be constructed for judgments of the identity of discrete stimulus objects within sets, including even ordered and scaled sets (the focus of this article). Improvements in discriminability due to perceptual learning would be indicated by decreasing numbers of confusions among objects across trials (i.e., incorrect identifications). Ideal discrimination performance would occur when there are no confusions at all (i.e., every object identified correctly). Ideal scaling accuracy would occur when all judgments fall into the principal diagonal of the matrix. As with d′, stable cell values in a confusion matrix may require large numbers of trials. Note that confusion matrices are ordinal representations of performance (even if the rows and columns might be labeled with scalar values), where the PCI measure represents actual (interval level of measurement) scalar values. Statistical evaluation of confusion matrices (e.g., across trial blocks) is problematic. Multivariate analyses of ordinal data are possible, but they generally depend on strong assumptions about independence of observations (Wickens, 1989, pp. 27-30, 150-151) , which repeated-measures psychophysical investigations may not meet. Furthermore, even with perfect discriminability, it is conceivable that all observations occur in a non-principal diagonal (i.e., that there is a systematic offset in set of observations, in effect, a constant error, a rotation of the diagonal, or both). It is not clear that shifts of judgments toward the principal diagonal can be adequately assessed statistically. The PCI measure shows immediately and directly how different actual performance is from ideal performance. Confusion matrices do not do this.
Conclusion
This article introduces a parsimonious and coherent approach to assessing and documenting perceptual calibration of scalar environmental properties: the PCI. The PCI assesses improvements in both reliability and accuracy over the course of perceptual learning as movement toward an attractor in a perceptual calibration state space with axes defined by regression statistics: the variance accounted for (i.e., r 2 values), the regression slope values, and the regression intercept values. This measure was applied to perceptual learning in dynamic touch and was able to capture the predicted improvements in accuracy (which were dependent on KR) and reliability (which were independent of KR). We believe that in many cases the PCI has important advantages over other measures of perceptual learning.
